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ABSTRACT

At present only one non-zero measure of CP violation is known, the parameter

{ in the decay K" ~ 27r. This can be attributed to KO - kO mixing in t.he mass

lIlot.rix. Searches for addit.ional non-zero CP-viola.ting quantities aim at. finding

d i fect. ('\' iU('H("(' f, >r C P-violat.ing dt>cay arnplit.uues. Ttw PI' an n ih i lation as a

sourcc' of' t.ogg('d 1\"( {{II) provides a Tl('W TJl<'1.hou of sl udying CP violation in

1\" " • 2n, 1\". :~ 7f. a Il d 1\' a ---+ "): ') •
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Our present knowledge of CP violation is lirnited to the K (I syst.ern. In the

strong and t'l(\ctrornagnetic in1.('ractions KO (8 ~ +]) and K"(8 = - 1) TJms1.

1)(\ produf(\d in associat.ion b(\caus(\ of th(\ ("oJlservation of strangeness S. Sinf(\

strang('JI(\SS is violated iu th(\ w('ak iut('ractions, eigellst.a.t.(\S (wit.h d(\fill it.(\ rnass

and lifetirne) are not the strangeness eigenst.ates but rather linear cornbinations
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(1 ) -
]f CP were a good quantum number the eigenstates would be

-

}-<~ - (K" '- K- O)! /?12- ;\-

cp= +

CP =-

-

where ){" ; (C P) /\.~ IJld(-'pd t.his appeared to he true. I\~s df'ca~rs aJrnosl entire]~'

1.0 th(' ('!J-('\('fl Ji7i ~t.(11e whereas /\." decays prilnaril\ 10 the CP-odd :~ii s1.at('.

The observation] in 19G·1 that discov('red CP violation was that H I. also decays

sometimes into 1r1r.

The violation of CP invariance has been observed in three dpcays of t.he l\~ L

meson ·and nowhere else. These observations are surnmariz('d in two complex

pararnetcrs 1/ +- and 1/,,,, and the charg(.> aSyIJlTJI<'1.ry I>defill(\d hy
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6 = r(KL ~ 1r-l+v) - r(KL ~ 1r+l-j))
r(KL ~ 1r-l+v) + r(KL ~ 1r+l-j))

where A stands for amplitude and l is either e or Jl. The experimental results are

117+- 1= 2.274 ± .022 x 10- 3

229

4>+- - (44.6 ± I.2t

I17+-/ r/"" 1= .992 ± .02

h (:L:~()! O.l:.!) . 10 ::

(2)

-.

Tll<'s(, 1l1l11l1H'T"s cOIlle from th~ Partic!(' Data Croup av~rages2 except for

117(10/77+- I which is the average of two recent experirIlents. 3
,4

]f W~ aSSUTlW CPT invarianrc. unit.arity, and t.he L~Q -~ 6S rule for sernilep

t.onic decays it is possible to show:' that to a good approxirnation the five mca-

sur('d lIumlwrs a.rc r<'ducibk 1.0 two. \\.(' call wril<'
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17 -+ -- = ( + ('

2 '171/(' = (: - (

Phase of f = tan- 1(2 6 M/r.~) = 43.7°

, 7T 0
Phase of f = 62 - 60 + - = 48 ± 8

2

fJ = 2Ref

(3)

-

...

-

-
-

where fJ J are the final state 7r7r scattering phase shifts in states of isospin 1. Thus

the data can be summarized by

I ( 1= (2.27 ± .02) x lO--:{

('/( =17]+ -/37]"" 1-1 = (-3 ± 6) x 10- 3

\\'il h these aSSllTTlpt ions all the observations af(' surnrnariz(·d ill a single TT1eaSUf('

of <:1' \iolatioll 1("(. The CP-violating pararJlPt(\T (' as well as clll) CP-violClling

pararnetf'rs in any other experirnent (such a.s nuclear beta decay. neutron el(-'c

ironic dipole moment, etc.) are consistent with zero.

A sirnplp class of model, caJIed superweak, predicted this state of affairs. The

suggestion was that CP violation in the KU system occurred in the mass rnatrix

that rnixes 1\'" and ]{". In the 1\] - ]{'2 representation we wri1.<\
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Al~
M= .

-irn' + b'

im' + 6')
M L

(4 )

23.1

-

-

The term m' violates CP and T, whereas b' is T-invariant and violates CPT.

Assuming CPT invarinace we set 6' = O. In the superweak model the term m'

is associat.ed with a new interaction that changes S by two units (.6.S = 2) and

also violates CPo The eigenstates are

-
. ,
zrn

{= -------

6m + if s /2

(5)

(6)

-

-

The decay K L -+ 7r7r is sirnply due to the a.dmixture of K 1 in the K L eigenst.ate.

As a result t = { and f' = O. The model is superweak in the sense that m' can

be very small; from Eqs. (1) and (6) nt' '" 10 ~ev in order to get { - 10- 3 .

The search for some other non-zero CP-violating observable such as f' has as an

important goal ruling out the superweak rTlodel.

The alt.ernative Jnodels of interest I classify as nlilliweak. ep violation nlay

occur in the weak interactions which allow 65 = 0 or 6S = 1 but not ~8 = 2.

The prdix rnilli indicat.es that the effective CP-violating term (at least for KO

ph~'sics) is down hy a fa,c1or 10- :~. There ma.y~ of course. be effectin' L\8 --:- 2 con

trillllti()ll~ to til(' 11l,ISS Illilt-rix hilt tll<'s(' (In' higher-order. As a r('slIlt olle ('\1)('(" Is

ill t!I<'s(' 1110<1('1:-, lhat. SOTllC CP-vio!atillv, d('("(ly a.Illplitudes will be ohservahle.

The standard e!ectroweak rnodel with six quarks allows for milliweak CP

violation, as first pointed out by Kobayashi and Maskawa G (KM), by the presence

or a cOlnp!ex quant.ity in the quark Inixing matrix. Tll<' KM TIJodel is (,oT\sis1.ent.

with present dat.a but prob!crns JllaY aris(' in the future. The rnode! requir('~ 1hot.
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the decay b -+ u + e+ v be allowed where b is the third Q = - ~ quark. So far this

decay has not been seen and it should be found not too far below its present lirnit.

The paraHl(\t(\r t' which d(\TTlonstrates a /\.')--= 1 CP-violat.ing cITTlplit.ud(\ should

be non-zero. Unfortunately quantitative predictions are uncertain bccausf\ of 01(\

difficulty of going from quarks to Dlesons. The range of predict.ions for {' are

with probably a positive sign. Thus prospective experiments should have a good

chance of finding a non-zero ('.

There are many other alternative milliweak models that require an (~xtension

of the standard electroweak theory. I shall refer to two examples to illustrate

possibilities.

In the standard Tnodel there is a single Higgs dou blet and only one physical

Higgs scalar, a neutral part ide with flavour-diagonal interactions proportional

to mass. Weinberg 7 suggested the possibility of three Higgs doublets in which

case there exist physical charged scalar Higgs H ~ as well as neutrals. The rnodel

wa.s designed so t.hat the neutral Higgs hosons did not changf\ flavour; otherwise

the Illodel b('coTnes a version of t}l(' superweak. ep violation in the K" system

arises froln the L,,'3 ~- 1 intera.ctiolls of JJ:l, which contribute to 111' in second

order due to diagrams in which one H ± and one W ± are exchanged or two H ±.

The If ± hosons rnust be considerably lighter than W ± in order to cause a large

enough yalue for (. It \vas pointed out by Deshpande and Sanda8 that ('/( in this

IIl()cl(\] ,,1101J1cl lH) nppr()xilna.t<)1~7 equal 1(1 (-0.0;-,). a \'alu(' which is clenrly ruled

oul byexpcrilIlent. Hec('ntly. Donoghl](\ and Holst.ein~1 havc point.ed out an error

in pf()Yious calculations and say the value rou Id be as low in TlJagnitude as - .006.

(2) S U (2) L x 5 V (2) R x V (1) Mode/.,;

1t was first suggested hy Mohapa.tra and Pati](I that. CP violation fOU Id be

explained if the gauge interactions were exteJlded to include bOSOIlS \l'T~ inleracl-
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ing with right-handed currents. In a two-generation model, in which the phase

convention is chosen so that all W L couplings are real, CP violation is associated

with the effect.ivf complex couplings of lVR. Because 1'1'R is somewhat heavier

than WL, the CP violation occurs only at the level of parts per thousand. A

highly constrained model of this sort based on spontaneous CP violation has

been developed by Chang ll and extended to three generations. For masses of

W R between 2 and 15 Tev, it turns out that most of the value of ( is due to

H1R and only a little due to pure WL exchanges. The value of ('I( is roughly

calculated 12 to be of the order ±5 x 10-3 but could be lower.

Let me say a word about CPT. First it is important to note that CPT invari

ance is a very fundamental principle. \Vhile it is easy to write down theories that

violate CP it i~ almost impossible to write down Lorentz-invariant field theories

that violate CPT. Nevertheless it is obviously important to search for CPT vio

lation since such a discovery would be of truly great significance. If we assume

CPT invariance then CP violation implies T violation even though we have no

direct observation of T violation. Thus it is important to ask whether the ob

served CP violation might be consistent with T invariance. Detailed analyses of

KO decays allowing for CPT violation exist in the literature, rnost recently by

Barmin et al 13. The conclusion is that the ~greement of the phase of TJ +_ with

the theoretical phase of Eq. (3) assures that T violation occurs.

ln my opin ion the JIlost reasonable place to look for CPT violation is to search

for a JlOJl-IWTO valuc of I)' in Eq. (4). This is because a very small valuc of h'

would still have a significant effect. It is easy to see that a non-zero h' shifts the

phase of ( from that given by Eqs. (3) and (6). The experimental value of the

phase of 17+- then puts a strong lirrlit on I)'. This corresponds to a limit on the

difkf'(\JI(,(\ of' ll,(' masses (diagonal mass terms) of ](" and A""

So far in my discussion I have omitted the value of <P,," because of its lirni1.ed

cxpCrinlelltal accuracy derived from a single cxpcrirncnt14 . Civen the forrrmlas of
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Eq. (3) together with the empirical value of I TJ+-/TJoo I it is clear that <1>00 should

equal </>+ _ within about 0.1 0. Thus if <1>00 were really 54(1 we wou ld ha.ve to mod ify

our assumption of CPT invariance. Wha.t would be required is a simult.an('ous

violation of CPT viola.tion in the mass matrix (non-zero 6') and in t.he decay

amplitude (a roughly 90° shift in the phase of (')which conspire together to give

the correct phase for </>+_. While this seems extremely unlikely it is obvious that

a better determination of <1>00 is needed. To be more precise one needs to measure

(</>00 - <1>+-). The best experiment that has measured both <1>00 and <1>+- yields

(</>00-<1>+-) == (14~7)0. The LEAR proposaps aims at an error on (</>00-<1>+-) of

0.20
• It is also important to measure <1>+- more precisely. While the quoted result

(44.6 ± 1.2)0 has a fairly small error and agrees with the CPT prediction, the

most precise single measurement 16 is 46.50± 1.6°. Measurements of <1>+_(or <1>(0)

are extremely sensitive to the value of ~m so that the difference (</>00 - <1>+-)

might be measured more accurately than either individually.

Up to this time all K O results have come from two types of experiments 17.

In both types the K O beams are produced by the interaction of protons on a

target such as beryllum. At low energies (such as the 30 Gev beam at the CERN

PS) the production process yields KO+ hyperons plus some associated K O+ [(0

pairs. Thus the beam is predominantly K Owith some admixture of [(0. In most

early experiments observations were made far away fiom the target in a pure K L

beam. By inserting a hadronic target such as carbon a small l<'~ component can

be added by regeneration. In many of the most precise experiments. particularly

those of the CDHS group at CERN, the detectors are close to the target and

. the time evolution of decays from a pure (or almost pure) KC' beam is studied.

The experiments proposed 15 at LEAR introduce a new method of studying KO

decays. The hasic production processes of interest are

By observing the K+(K-) it is possible to tag in a symmetrical way emerging

f<°(KO). Thus it is possible to study the time evolution of decays from K" and

K". The CP-viola1ing interference effects are equal and opposite for }{" and 1\'''.

-
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The comparison of K Oand 1<0 provides a graphic demonstration of CP violation

and also provides a control on various systematic errors. However as far as the

measurernent of CP-violating parameters are concerned the use of fJp provides no

qualitatively new possibilities. Any observation of interference between K ~ and

K L decays is evidence for CP violation; it is not necessary to use both KO and

f<(I beams. Some proposed tests 18 for CPT vioaltion may require the use of both

K(I and 1<0.

We turn now to possible experiments designed to find a CP-violating decay

amplitude in non-Ieptonic KO decays; this means a CP-violating effect which

cannot be attributed to KO - [(0 mixing. In thinking about such experiments it

is important to note that E' provides an excellent limit on such amplitudes. The

present limit on 1(' I is about 2 X 10-5• Prospective experiments at CERN and

Fermilab 19 using conventional methods aim at reducing the error on (, close to

3 X 10-6• The proposed LEAR experiment aims at similar accuracy. In some sense

all KO non-Ieptonic decays (and more generally hyperon non-Ieptonic decays as

well) probe the same decay amplitudes i1 + s ~ (u + 11) or (d + el). It is hard

to imagine that any other experiment can rival the accuracy of a few parts per

million that can be achieved for ('. Thus we first ask if there are some reasons

why (' may be suppressed. The first point, which is well-known, is that (' would

vanish if the 61 = ~ rule were exact. In that case there would be only one final

'Tr'Tr state, the 1 = 0 state, and only one CP-violating parameter Tl7r7r = TI+- = Tloo'

In fact we know that for the CP-conserving amplitude there is a 61 = ~ piece of

.045 times the 61 = ~ piece. In many models (such as the KM model) the CP

violation is pure f::~1 = ~. The result is a natural suppression of (' by the factor

.045. Thus a prospective measure of (, to a few parts per million is equivalent to

a rneasur('rncni at t.he level of 10- 4 for quantities not subject to this suppression.

It i~ also pos~ihle 10 cIIvisagf' a clas~ of nlOdcls in y..'hich (' vanishes. These

aT<' Tnodels ill which th(l CP-violat.ing lIcllJliltonian ha.s 1h~ forrJl 2t:J

235

(7)

where H +(11 _) are even (odd) under parity. It follows that CP violation ran only
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be seen when comparing (or beating) a parity-even with a parity-odd transition.

This occurs in the virtual transitions contributing to the mass matrix M but this

is the only way CP violation can show up in K -+ 21r. As far as K --+ 27f is

cOJlf('rned the rnodel seems superweak and so (, =-- o. However w}l('n we look

at other decays the model can be distinguished from superweak. An example of

such a model is the SU(2)L x SU(2)R x U(l) model with two generations 10
•

In analogy with "1+- and "100 we can define CP-violating parameters for 31r

final states

While the decay K ~ -+ 31r° is direct evidence for CP violation there does exist

a CP-conserving decay K s --+ 1r+1r-1r(l but it is inhibited by angular-momentum

barriers and the LI = ~ rule. In any case as long as the parameter 1]+-0 is

measured in an interference experiment (which assures that K L and K~ go to

the same final st.ate) this is an unambiguous rneasure of CP violation. For either

T)+-/1 or T)II"" one can writ.e assurning CPT invariance

.(lm A37r 1m A o ,
TJ37r = TJ + 1 R A - R A ) = f. + f.37r

e 371" e (I

Here we assunH' a single dominant 31r final state so that (~7r is purely imaginary2I.

Th(' <jllt-llllily (!Tn A;{7r/ He A:{7r) repf(~sents the CP-violat.ing phase in t.he' decay

to :~71 while (Jrn .4,,/ He A,,) rcpT<~sents Uw CP-viola1.ing phase in the decay to the

J = 0 27f stat.e. In many Inodels, including the KM model~::! and the Weinberg

Higgs model 23 , one expects (~7r to be the same order as ('. A very difficult ongoing

experirnent 24 aims at rneasuring 11+-- (I 1.0 an accuracy of ±.003 corresponding t.o

obtaining lirnits on I (~_(l/( I of order unity. The LEAR experiments 15 aims t.o

ITwasure ((~~7r/E) to an error of ±O.2. In rnodels in which H satisfies Eq. (7) and

-
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{, = 0 we have (~7r = 0:. For the particular case of the 8U(2)L x 8U(2)R x U(I)L

model, even if we can neglect the third generation, there is an enhancement of f

due to special features of the left-right box diagram; as a result we expect ( >> 0: .

and so I f~7r/ f I is stiU expected to be very small ll .

A number of recent papers 25 have discussed the decay KO -4 j1. The ob

served decay K L -4 11 with a branching ratio of 5 x 10-4 presumably goes to

the CP-odd state (11-), the same final state as in 1f
o decay. It is expected, but

not yet observed, that K s decays to the CP-even state (11+) with a compaable

rate. A study of interference effects in KO(KO) -4 11 could then measure

A(Ks -4 11-) ,
T/ - = A(K ) = E + ("L -4 11-

A rough estimate25 give (;, ~ 30f' thus illustrating that in this case there is not

the suppression factor present for ('. The possibility of measuring T/- at LEAR

has been discussed by Pavlopoulos and collaborators26.

Inconc1usion, fJp annihilation at rest now provides an alternative method of

measuring CP violation in KO decays. This method appears to be competitive

with the standard older methods. Only a very careful analysis of the systematic

errors in different experiments can yield the conclusion whether this method has

distinctive advantages. At the moment it seems that the most precise measure

Dlent of a CP-vi01ating decay amplitude in KCI decay will continue to be the

measurernent. of I (, I. For this measurement it is not clear that any fJp exper

iment. can do better than the conventional type experiments now being carried

out. Nevertheless given th<, difficulty of finding new results on CP violation one

must \'V<'!COlJlC' the jill rod \Jet ion of a npw class of experilnents now proc(leding at

LEAH.
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